As police encounters increase, so does need for ‘The Talk’

Philadelphia police protest comes six months after police killed him

Activists honor Walter Wallace Jr.

Philadelphia police protest comes six months after police killed him

**WPVI TO AIR NEW DOCUMENTARY ON UNTIMELY DEATH OF JAM MASTER JAY**

**CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC**

**CDC eases guidelines for outdoor mask-wearing**

Philadelphia Corporation for Aging (PCA) has partnered with the Pennsylvania Department of Aging's FACE program to develop COVID-19 guidelines for older adults across the region.

**METRO EDITION**

**Lives Matter and how the Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office will handle the case of the death of Walter Wallace Jr., the 27-year-old Black male killed by police Sunday morning in Malcolm X Park on Sunday,**

**As police encounters increase, so does need for ‘The Talk’**

Black parents try to keep youth — especially boys — safe on the streets

**WEST PHILLY PROTEST COMES SIX MONTHS AFTER POLICE KILLED HIM**

**“The Eagle, the Flames, the Sixers,” he said.**

**“He loved his kids,” he said.**

**Malcolm X Park aimed to honor Walter Wallace Jr., the 27-year-old Black male killed by police Sunday morning in Malcolm X Park on Sunday,**
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